Ohio Sentencing Data Platform v1.0

Data Elements

This document lists the various data elements collected in version 1.0 of the Ohio Sentencing Data Platform (OSDP). For additional information on these data elements, please consult the defendant data elements definitions, the Uniform Sentencing Entry instructions, and/or the OSDP codebook. Please note that not all elements are applicable for all situations. For a note on the limitations of the collected data, please see OSDP Qualifications and Disclaimers. Additional defendant data elements and information from other statewide forms will be available in later versions of the application.

Defendant Information

- Name
- Date of birth
- Gender
- Ethnicity
- Race
- Current zip code
- State of current residence
- County of current residence
- Resides in U.S. currently

Case Information

- Case number
- Date of sentencing
- Judge
- County
- Prosecutor name
- Prosecutor presence
- Defendant’s presence or reason for absence
- Defense attorney name
- Type of defense representation
- Court reporter
- Language interpreter used
- Interpreter qualifications
- Interpreter name
- Victim or victim representative presence
- County is a TCAP participant

Sentence Information

- Method of conviction
• Convicted offenses by name and code
• Offense level
• Merger of offenses
• Purposes and principles of sentencing factors
• Seriousness and recidivism factors
• Defendant’s veteran status
• Exceptions to community control for non-violent F4, F5, and Division B drug offenses
• TCAP applicability
• Lack of prison presumption for F3 and Division C drug offenses
• Overcoming prison presumption
• Mandatory sentence due to prior conviction
• Joint sentence recommendation presented
• Joint recommendation accepted
• Post-release control mandatory or discretionary
• Term of post-release control
• Offender was on post-release control at time of new felony offense, prison or community control imposed
• Court costs and fees imposed or waived
• Costs of appointed counsel fee
• Costs of supervision
• Restitution
• Fines ordered or waived
• Mandatory or discretionary juvenile bindover
• Juvenile parole eligibility
• Registration offenses by type
• Dismissed counts and/or specifications
• Remand custody to specified entity
• Days of jail time credit
• Eligible for earned credit towards incarceration
• License suspension term and points on license
• Forfeiture
• Bond status upon sentencing
• Civil rights and firearm disability notification
• Right to appeal notification

For prison sentences, the following information will be collected on each count:
• Type of sentence if prison is imposed (definite, minimum, years to life, life without parole, capital)
• If sentence is mandatory
• Consecutive or concurrent sentences
• Mandatory fine and amount imposed
• Specifications
• Aggregate minimum and maximum prison term, if applicable
• Stated prison term, if applicable
• Consecutive sentence findings
• Sentence consecutive or concurrent to additional pending cases
• Non-Life felony indefinite sentencing (SB201) term summation
• Recommendation for risk reduction sentence

The following information will be collected when there are specifications on one or more count:
• Specification name and code section
• Merged or concurrent specification
• Prison term imposed on specification
• Concurrent or consecutive specifications
• Sum of all terms for specifications
• Type of specification

If community control is imposed, the following information will be collected:
• Presentence investigation considered or waived
• Total length of community control
• Probation services provider
• Reserve sentence
• Reserve prison term type (definite or minimum)
• Consecutive or concurrent reserve prison term
• Mandatory fine and amount imposed
• Residential sanction for reserve prison term
• Aggregate minimum and maximum reserve prison term
• Reserve stated prison term